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Combined with the training on the quail, I introduced Rocky to the rabbits in the Virginia apple orchards. 

He never mastered rabbits like my very best rabbit dog, Lucy, and to a slightly lesser degree Freckles, but 

they served their purpose in encouraging sensible hunting.  When he was running too big in the orchard 

cover to find rabbits, I would call him in to heel, without making a fuss.  Then I released another dog. 

When the subsequent dog had a find on a rabbit, I made sure Rocky got a chance to smell the "seat" it 

had been roused from.  I would then cast him off from that point.  This proved a more effective teaching 

method to modify his range as opposed to constantly hacking him. The better the prospect, the more they 

resent being bullied. 

 

He was certainly the finest marking dog I have ever handled. He had an uncanny knack for innately 

knowing when a bird had taken a few pellets and focus on it long after most dogs would have lost interest.  

Most of the time, if he watched a bird away, there was a good chance of him making the retrieve when it 

came down no matter where it landed.  He was unique in this respect. 

 

 

Rocky was quite a handful.  He had so much power, he was a thrill to train and handle.  I credit his early 

formative days in Chicago.  Those most impressionable months spent with his owner Mark Rose gave 

him a confidence I’ve not often seen.  I am convinced that the first six months, diligently and wisely spent, 

will chart a lifetime course. 

 

He sire some quality offspring: FC Warrener’s Yellowhammer, “Sydney”, FC Oahe Sentinel “Hoover”, FC 

Zoe, FC Warrener’s Splash, FC Black Zoe. 

 


